
THE THEME OF KNOWLEDGE IN HAMLET

Who Knows?: The Theme of Knowledge in Hamlet What may be true to one person is not always true to another. This
theme is especially noteworthy in William Shakespeareâ€™s Hamlet, a play about a prince who learns that his uncle
murdered his father, the King, in order to ascend to.

Claudius possesses himself of queen and crown through bold action, but his conscience torments him, and he
is beset by threats to his authority and, of course, he dies. Claudius , too, is quite the inept Machiavellian. I'm
joking, of course, on one level, but he does exhibit self-aware theatricality throughout the play, and if he hasn't
seen The Spanish Tragedy, he has certainly seen The Death of Gonzago, and many more plays besides. He
sniffs out Claudius' plot to have him killed in England and sends his erstwhile friends off to die instead.
Subjectivity Harold Bloom, speaking about Hamlet at the Library of Congress, said, "The play's subject
massively is neither mourning for the dead or revenge on the living. As as A. Perhaps Hamlet himself, if we
could ask him, would not know why he chooses to feign madness any more than we do. Then she would
resemble the flower bud, which has been eaten by a canker, hollowing out her heart. The ghost reveals to
Hamlet that its murderer was his brother Claudius, who then rapidly wedded his widowed queen, Gertrude.
Hamlet offers sexual comments to Ophelia, obviously none of which would be appropriate in the situation,
helping to enforce the mad image. Another important aspect of information is what is done with it, since
knowledge is power. As employed later in the play, as well as in other works, Shakespeare likes to use
hyperboles comparing something to the powers of old gods. Running parallel to this plot is the story of
Ophelia who is being courted by Hamlet. However, it is not made plain whether or not they understand the
metaphor, so to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Hamlet may just be babbling about playing a pipe, and have no
deeper significance to his speech at all. In Shakespeare's source for the plot of Hamlet, "Amneth" as the
legendary hero is known feigns madness in order to avoid the suspicion of the fratricidal king as he plots his
revenge. And the great realm of uncertainty, the realm of dreams, fears, thoughts, is the realm of subjectivity.
This is never clearer than in his appearances in Act Two. The themes stated above are incorporated within the
dialogues throughout the play. Shakespeare uses the aspect of madness to delve into the issues of knowledge,
and lack thereof. As with most things, we can expect to find very difficult and stimulating questions in
Hamlet, but very few satisfying answers. The confrontation between Hamlet and his old friends is especially
reliant on the tone and word choice. All types of academic writing you can order at PhDify. The action of the
play is much more an illusion than the words are. All of these genres have become almost obligatorily
self-aware; they contain references to past milestones in their respective genres, they gleefully and ironically
embrace or alternatively reject the conventions that past films treated with sincerity. He certainly wouldn't
have been as warlike as his father, but had he gotten the chance he might have been his father's equal as a
ruler, simply due to his penetration and acumen. He feels that the whole world is diseased. It's worth
mentioning one of the major interpretive issues of Hamlet: was Ophelia's death accidental or a suicide? As a
result of the potent poison, she dies. First, he instructs Reynaldo in the most incredibly convoluted espionage
methods; second, he hatches and pursues his misguided theory that Hamlet is mad because his heart has been
broken by Ophelia. Since Hamlet cannot marry Ophelia, he can only break her heart. The Nation as a Diseased
Body Everything is connected in Hamlet, including the welfare of the royal family and the health of the state
as a whole. He speaks to them for a while, being sarcastic and offering same basic madness he has displayed
with everyone else, before deciding to try to embarrass and expose them. Certainty is not an option. The
Impossibility of Certainty What separates Hamlet from other revenge plays and maybe from every play
written before it is that the action we expect to see, particularly from Hamlet himself, is continually postponed
while Hamlet tries to obtain more certain knowledge about what he is doing. These pieces of knowledge are
problematic, as Hamlet is right about the King, but fails to act, whereas the King and his helpers are wrong
about Hamlet, and work to kill him. This suggests that fate is not inevitable. One might ask oneself -- why
does it make such a difference to us whether she died by her own hand or not? The murder of Old Hamlet , of
course, is the primary instance of such sinister workings, but it is hardly the only one. No wonder, then, that
Hamlet's madness has been a resilient point of critical controversy since the seventeenth century. The intent of
the ghost soon becomes clear. Laertes warns her away from her relationship with Hamlet. People are often
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trying to jump on to the wheel, so that they will rise up, but those on the top of the wheel are about to be
thrown off the other side. Hamlet is unprecedented for the depth and variety of its meditations on death. These
are all central pieces to consider when evaluating a theme of knowledge.


